
Out-patient PICC services
Out-patient PICCs and midlines should be scheduled at minimum the day before requested 

service and the following documentation can be faxed to 580-510-7078. Please call 580-

591-3749 with any questions.

Patient Information

Name         Date of Birth  

Contact phone         Allergies 

Medical History

 kidney disease  dialysis   pacemaker 

 mediport    mastectomy ( R / L )

 creatinine (date drawn)        

 platelet (date drawn)      

(if creatinine is greater than 2.0 approval from patient’s primary care physician or nephrologist will be 
needed, if patient is on dialysis approval from their nephrologist will be needed)

(if platelet level is <50 approval from patient’s primary care physician will be needed)

IV therapy 

Services requested 

 Midline (IV therapy for 4 weeks or less)

 PICC (IV therapy for greater than 4 weeks, chemotherapy, TPN)

	AP	chest	x-ray	if	needed	for	tip	confirmation

 For PICCs please include consent form signed by requesting physician

Physician signature: 
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To our friends and family of Southwest Oklahoma,

The past 18 months have been difficult for all of us.  There has been a great deal of 
sacrifice, loss, anguish, and broken hearts surrounding COVID-19.  We are all ready to put 
the pandemic behind us, but unfortunately, we are unable to move forward.  Our health 
care providers have seen far too many of our fellow citizens become ill and die because 
of this disease, including children. We join all of you in wanting this to go away, but for 
that to happen it’s going to take all of us. We respectfully request that those currently 
unvaccinated reconsider their decision.  The benefits of getting vaccinated far outweigh 
any potential risk.

In our area, more than 80% of people who are hospitalized due to COVID-19 are 
unvaccinated. Nearly all of those patients could be safely at home with their friends and 
family right now if they had chosen to get the vaccine. 

We understand the fear.  We understand the frustration.  We understand the need to 
control something, anything that we can.  But we also understand a basic fact: a vaccine 
will greatly diminish your chance of getting seriously ill from COVID-19 and could free up 
bed space for those who may get in a car accident, who may suffer a stroke, or who may 
be in the middle of a serious asthma attack.

As a healthcare system, our goal is to be here when you need us regardless of the type 
of care you need.  Unfortunately, COVID-19 hospitalizations in Southwest Oklahoma are 
escalating at a rate that threatens to overwhelm the healthcare system and compromise 
our ability to do just that.  We all need to do our part to make sure that doesn’t happen.

If you are hesitant about receiving the vaccine, we encourage you to seek guidance 
and discuss your concerns with your healthcare provider. This will allow you to make 
an educated decision based on the information you receive.  There are so many myths 
surrounding the vaccine and it is now more important than ever to learn what is fact and 
what is fiction.

While wearing masks and keeping safe distances have been important protections 
against the virus, the most powerful tool we have is the vaccine, a vaccine that is safe, 
free, and proven to be highly effective.  If you’re not yet vaccinated, we urge you to 
reconsider.

Sincerely,
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